
Sizzling Summer Science
Ever wondered how plants suck up water from the ground?  

Well conduct these two simple experiments to find out!

Water Walking 

You will need: Three plastic cups, food dye (two different colours), paper 
towel (or kitchen roll), water. 

Method: Simply add coloured water to two of the cups using the food dyes 
(fill each cup to 2cm below the rim with a different colour). Place the empty 
third cup between the two full cups. Cut a paper towel or a piece of kitchen 
roll in half and fold each half to make a long strip. Place a strip of the 
kitchen roll in each cup with water so that they run into the empty cup in 
the middle. Sit back and observe. 

Hypothesis: What do you think will happen to the liquid in the cups? Why? 

Results: What did you see happening? Why do you think this happened? 

Colourful Flowers 

You will need: White flowers (such as white carnations, these work really 
well), a vase, water and food dye. 
  
Method: Trim the flowers at the stalks. Fill a vase with water and food 
colouring of your choice. Put your flowers in the water and leave them for  
a few hours. Come back and see what has happened. 

Hypothesis: What do you think will happen to the flowers?  
Why do you think that will happen? 

Results: What has happened to the flowers? Why do you think this  
has happened? 



Sizzling Summer Science
The ‘sciencey’ bit for parents: The two experiments above are a great way to get help your child think 
scientifically and develop their observation skills in a fun and practical way. These experiments demonstrate 
how plants use water through a process called ‘transpiration’. Use the science explanation below to help your 
child understand the results of each experiment. 

Walking Water: In this experiment, you should see the water defy gravity by moving up along the kitchen 
roll and into the empty cup. It moves up the kitchen wall by a process known as capillary action. The small 
diameter of the gaps in the kitchen roll allow the forces acting on the water to propel it through the paper 
into the cup. This happens in opposition to external forces like gravity. To vary this experiment, you could: 
change the liquid to a more viscous one and see if the same happens, change the thickness of the paper to 
see if you get the same effect. 

Colourful flowers: After several hours, the flowers should have taken on the colour of the dye. The process 
by which water travels from the root of the plant to the flower is called transpiration and works by capillary 
action as demonstrated in the experiment above. 


